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Thanks for joining the conversation. Remember that your photos, content and comments can be used in today's show and its digital and social platforms. You must be the parent or guardian of any minor who appears in the content you post, or you must have parental permission to do so. If you have any questions, please contact today.community@tidalmail.com. This week
begins the week of My Money (June 8-12), which aims to help children gain skills and confidence in monetary matters. In previous years, activities often took place in schools across the country, but with many children likely to be out of school by September, everything will be online this year. Now it can be the perfect opportunity for parents to teach children money – taking
advantage of their favorite gadgets! So if you can't get your child from an iPad, game consoles or tv, here's what you need to know to start teaching about them digitally — they won't even know they're learning! Game-ducatiIf your child spends a lot of time on your favorite console, then download the free NatWest money game Saver Island (aimed at 6-12 years of age). Xbox,
PlayStation and Nintendo gamers can download it for free. The game takes the player to an island where they not only save wildlife, but also save money. Your child will learn about savings, taxes, borrowing, fraud, how you earn and much more. Research from NatWest found that video games are now seen as effective tools for educating children on certain topics. If your child
doesn't use game consoles, NatWest also has a dedicated website that's full of resources and interactive games for kids to learn key money skills. TwinklTwinkl, an online educational platform, has a number of activities that you can download or complete online to teach children ages 3 to 16 about money. Basic lessons start from coin recognition for young children to lessons in
making money for older children. Twinkl costs just under £5 a month, but there are a number of free lessons money provided by financial education charity Redstart on the platform. Redstart itself has a number of resources on its website to help parents teach children about money. RoosterMoneyRoneyMoney is a pocket money app to track money - but you don't really need real
money to use it. You can pay children in practice (or real money from you prefer) and then teach them how to monitor their cash impurities and happen. You can increase their balance by giving them regular money or bonuses for housework. This is a great way to introduce your children to the concept of budgeting and saving goals before they go out into the world with real
money. The app also has tools to help your children learn about managing Money - you can download PDF activity information from your website to engage in home learning. The basic virtual version of the app is free. If you want to start letting your children use real money with their own Visa card, it will cost you £24.99 a year. That Hee a card that allows parents to see where
their child spends their money. You can also look at other similar apps like GoHenry, which cost £2.99 a month. Osper and Nimbl also work in a similar way and cost £2.49 a month. Prepaid cards and apps are aimed at children aged 6 to 18, although you can start using RoosterMoney's digital tracker for children under the age of 4 for free. Money TwistCharity MyBnk created a
family online curriculum - Money Twist - aimed at 5-11-year-olds. The program is a series of video and game suggestions that you can play with children that will teach them everything from budgeting, understanding the difference between needs and desires, delayed satisfaction and budgeting. Children will also meet funny characters, such as Save-o-Sauarus Rex, along the way.
It's a free resource and just sign up to get started. Financial talesIf your child likes a good story, look at financial tales, which gives children the tools and techniques needed to manage money. The book, available as an audiobook or e-book, uses fairy tales to teach children about money in a fun way. Fairy tales, such as the one about how to own your own horse, will make them
understand how to make money and how to save it. These stories will help sow the seeds of financial knowledge. Facebook LiveBuilding's trust with the numbers is important as it will also give your child confidence with money. Check out the survey page on the training page, where maths teacher Bobby Chayle, who also presents Monkman & Seagull to BBC Genius Adventures,
conducts maths lessons for children aged 5 to 14. You can watch the videos at any time, but if you join live, you can also interact with Bobby and answer questions. Bobby's math includes money lessons. If you want more great money, sign up HERE for our time Financially Fabulous newsletter! REGISTER This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io This is every toddler's dream: to learn someone to pay you to play the games you already like. And like most dreams, reality is a little less engaging. A career as a tester of a game comes down to being a complex quality control. But there are
other ways you can make extra money through games at home. Here are a few. Trade in-game items for Cash In just for every multiplayer online game, the best equipment and weapons is also the hardest to get. And while you may have disposable time, it takes to sink 200 hours into a dungeon crawling, invading, or randomized not everyone does. That's why some of the rarest
items in games like Counter-Strike: Global Offensive sell for real money in third-party markets. (They are also sold in the game for the Steam Wallet, but these funds cannot be exchanged for the real world CS:GO gun skins can sell hundreds - sometimes thousands - of real dollars. CS:GO skins are probably the most lucrative market in the world at the moment, lest among the
games that explicitly allow and allow their in-game prey to be sold out-of-game interface. DOTA 2, another game that relies on Steam's item trading system, has a similar economy. Players can link their digital stocks to an online sales site like Loot Market, post a price for their item as a real entity, and receive a real-world credit payment through PayPal, Bitcoin, Steam Wallet Loan
or even real bank transfers. Everquest 2, a long running MMO, allows buying and selling in-game items for real money in certain areas only, reducing any transaction that will be a developer. It's important to note that while selling your Steam items through one of these third-party markets is permissible, it's pretty easy to cheat, since Valve doesn't take any responsibility for
transactions that happen outside its system. Most other online games explicitly prohibit any kind of real money trading (although of course this happens to l't more or less all the time - see below). The few major games that have tried to have an easy and open relationship with real money have had serious problems with their economies, such as now a closed auction house on
Diablo III. For this reason, it is not wise to invest too much time and effort in a high-value item with the intention of selling when an unscrupulous supplier or player can leave you high and dry. Do your research before trying to sell a player to a player or a third-party market. Trade money in the game for real money other games allow you to cut out the intermediary and exchange
currency in the game directly for real money. Most IMO and free games have some real currency exchange mechanism for digital coins or credit, but in the perennial life simulator Second Life players can convert Linden dollars into real money by bank transfer or PayPal (at an exchange rate of more than 200 to one, if you are wondering). Entropy Universe, a space theme, allows
players to buy real-money game items with an exchange rate of $1USD to 10PED. This currency can be transferred back at a stable exchange rate at any time. The developer is so protected from its Real Cash Economy that some players physically use ONE-TIME PIN systems to get in. Other, smaller games have tried to create real cash Economy systems with varying degrees
of success – very quickly folded or never out of development. This is an interesting aspect of the evolving world of games and one that can be expected to develop in an unpredictable way. Creating elements of one of the most lucrative enterprises of the Second Life is the creation of digital furniture and accessories to sell to other players. In the case of a life imitating art, you can
do the same for some of Valve's most popular games. Most of the cosmetic products Which appear in shooter Team Fortress 2 and multiplayer strategy game DOTA 2 are created by players presented to the developer and then approved for sale. Every time other players spend real money on these items, the creator gets a small cut, like an author receiving royalties from selling
books. Of course, there are significant barriers to entry here. Anyone who submits items for Valve should have some basic skills for 3D modeling and a little experience with animation does not hurt. Once you have created the item, it must be voted on by the community and chosen by Valve ... so here there is definitely an element of skill and creativity. Valve briefly experimented
with paid mods for popular games like The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. But due to the nebulous nature of attribution to the modification market, the scheme fell apart quite quickly. We might see something like this go back to the future. Legal alternatives... Of course, there are other methods of playing and making money that do not directly affect the economies in the game. But they
usually involve combining passion for video games with real skills and talent. YouTube users who record their game sessions and upload them with comments collectively called creators Let's Play or just Let players make enough money to be considered professional content producers. A variant of this technique is to stream video of your current live session to an online audience
with Twitch and similar services, earning money for advertising and donations. Professional gamers competing in tournaments at national and world level can make tens of thousands of dollars to win an event. The most popular games are the most lucrative, but game tournaments are so diverse that the most competitive genres are covered, including older real-time strategic
games like Starcraft, newly introduced mosaics like League of Legends and DOTA, shooters like Counter-Strike and Overwatch, and traditional fighting games like Street Fighter and Super Smash Bros. (Starcraft is jokingly called Korea's national sport for a huge pro chain in South Korea.) That gaming leagues and teams attract corporate sponsors, just like real sports, allowing the
most successful players to rely on competition as a full-time income. If you're not a particularly epic player and don't have the natural showmanship you need to appeal to a live audience, there's a huge and growing market for game journalism. Journalists with a game working for traditional publications and online blogs should follow the latest editions and trends, but in a real sense
they are paid to play and view video games... as long as they're also pretty honest writers. If current news or long-running comments don't appeal to you, some writers make a lucrative one by creating game guides and selling them to digital books such as Kindle. Of course, all these Wealth comes with a big drawback: you need real talent and dedication to turn them into what is
basically a full-time job. Let players and streamers create a stable and loyal next one, professionals must practice for hours a day to remain competitive, and journalists often have to spend years working for virtually nothing to build a resume before being hired on a legitimate website or publisher. All these careers are extremely competitive because people like to play video games.
As you work on becoming the next Twitch star or respected reviewer, don't forget the traditional comedian's advice: don't quit your job a day. ... And fewer legal options, just because the game does not have an official cash economy, does not mean that it does not have any economy. In almost every multiplayer game there is at least someone who is willing to pay real money for
gold in the game, gear, or even heroes. There are entire setup sites to make it easier to move real money around players who have merchandise in the game and other players who are willing to pay for them. Players have even been known to sell their Steam accounts, including access to all games purchased within, for thousands of dollars. The problem is that, with the exception
of the games listed above, most multiplayer games list transactions outside the game itself as a violation of the terms of service. Paying real money for these super-shiny pants in League of Legends or that fully levelled character in World of Warcraft is not illegal - which is to say there is no way to do so can actually land any of the parties in jail. But if the game administrators find
out that you were gold farming or brokers of high value goods for cash, they can charge both you and your customers from the game for violating the terms of service. This grey market status tends to attract much less unconscious elements to the out-of-game gold and commodity markets. Fraud and fraud are on the up, even on sites that insist they are completely safe.
Takeaway here is that unless you have this rare item or account worth thousands of real dollars, and you don't mind turning it into a fast game, trying to make real money from markets that are against the rules of the game is not a profitable proposition in the long run. At the end of the day, it's probably best to let yourself play what they are: fun. Image credit: CS:GO Stash, Booty
Market, Entropy Universe Blog, DreamHack/Flickr, PlayerAuctions PlayerAuctions
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